
turning point 
the time when an important change starts to happen 

come over 
if someone comes over, they visit you at your house 

come a long 

way 
to develop a lot 

come with  
to accompany someone or something  

advice 
when you tell someone what you think they should do 

prize 
something that is given to someone who is successful in a competition, race, etc. 

donation 
something, especially money, that you give to help a person or organisation 

order 
an instruction to do something that is given by someone in authority 

shock 

if something that happens is a shock, you did not expect it, and it makes you feel very 

surprised, and usually upset 

headache 
a pain or discomfort in your head 

page 
one side of a piece of paper in a book, newspaper, document etc, or the sheet of paper itself 

chance 
opportunity  

memory 
someone’s ability to remember things, places, experiences etc 

disease 
an illness which affects a person, animal, or plant 

calorie 
a unit for measuring the amount of energy that food will produce 

idea 
a plan or suggestion for a possible course of action, especially one that you think of suddenly 

attempt 
when you try to do something 

deal 
an agreement or arrangement, especially in business or politics, that helps both sides involved 

fortune 
a very large amount of money 

living  
the way that you earn money or the money that you earn 

effort 
an attempt to do something, especially when this involves a lot of hard work or determination 

list 

a set of names, numbers etc, usually written one below the other, for example so that you can 

remember or check them 

brave 
showing that you are not afraid to do something that is dangerous, frightening, or difficult 

charismatic 
having the natural ability to attract and influence other people 

exemplary 
exemplary behaviour is excellent and can be used as an example for other people to copy 



innovative 
using clever new ideas and methods 

inspirational 
providing encouragement or new ideas for what you should do 

original 
completely new and different from anything that anyone has thought of before 

influential 
able to influence what happens or what people think 

creative 
a creative person is good at thinking of new ideas 

 


